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Editorial

Isabelle Salmon

than $3 trillion by 2015.
If the government continues to borrow money from government
bonds, we can expect increasing interest rates, government slashing
of Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security. If the dollar continues
to decline and the Euro continues to do well, Americans will
stop spending money overseas, which could throw offthe world
economic balance.
It wasn't long ago that the dollar's value soared above most
foreign currencies. American's tended to import vehicles from
Europe, taking advantage of the beneficial exchange rates. Today
the dollar suffers from poor exchange rates with the Euro, $1.30/
Euro, and the British pound, $1.88/British pound.
This bombardment of dollar signs is daunting to college students
who have yetto fully feel the affects of high interest rates and
decreasing dollar values. But think of your parents who, ifyou're
the only child, continue to spend close to $30,000 a year putting
you through Seattle University.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries reflect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE

The Spectator, Seattle University or

its student

body.
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Guest Columnist
So I was in class the other day
and the professor brought up the
incident at Abu Ghraib. Being the
over achiever I am, I wanted in on
this conversation. Only problem was,
I didn't know what she was talking
about.
Like many, I love discussing politics, religious issues and other "hot
button" conversational topics. But
unlike others, I don't watch the news.
After finding this out, my professor
suggested I read a newspaper, listen
to the radio or read the New Yorker
on a weekly basis.
I found this mildly offensive
because I subscribe to the New
Yorker and have for years. When
she described what she was talking
about when referencing Abu Ghraib,
I found that hey, maybe I'm not so
far behind, seeing how I had heard
all about it, more than I wanted even,

but didn't know the technical name
she had referred to.
In case there is a reader out there
who, like me, doesn't pay attention
to technical names, Abu Ghraib
is the prison where U.S. soldiers
humiliated and photographed Iraqi
detainees. Working on a Navy base
for nearly a year, this was big news
for many of the people I associated
with. They wanted more information
and to see more photos. I didn't want
to hear more.
I like to see different information.
In the New Yorker, I read about budding artists, up-and-coming bands
and short fiction by varying authors.
I skip the newspaper and television
entirely. Why? Because I choose not
to subject myself to detailed information about all the horrible things
people are doing out in this world.
I believe war is wrong in every
case. Believing this, I don't feel
I need to keep a running track of
how many died, how they died or

who killed them. I don't want to see
their husbands, wives or children
on television. Exploiting their pain
does not give me pleasure, does not
entertain.
I know enough about the war
from listening to the people I know
who were there. For me, this is the
most reliable source. For people to
think ifthey listen to the radio, read
the newspaper or even read the New
Yorker, and think they know what's
really going on is naive.
Everyday there are television
programs and newspaper articles
describing horrific events in graphic
detail. The media feeds on other
peoples' pain because their audience
loves it. I am not desensitized. I cry
with every thought of a missing child
or dead husband or father. It hurts
deep down into my soul.

Isabelle Salmon is a sophomoi-eEnglish
major. Send feedback and comments to
Isabelle at salmoni@seattleu.edu

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Student speaks out about conscientious objector opinion article
I am writing in response to Kevin
Curley's recent article, "Objectors
must consider history before making decision" [Spec, Dec. 2]. One
of Curley's first claims is that "if
someone says they are a conscientious objector, than (sic.) they object
to all wars that the United States has
been involved in." He writes, "how
can you consciously object to the

their Catholic faith tradition, one of
many reasons to be a conscientious
objector, they may validly have a
selective conscientious objection
toward some, but not all wars.
If I consciously object to something, I knowingly object to it. If I
conscientiously object, my knowing
objection is "motivated by conscience." My conscience tells me

lence, but my conscience still tells
that, even when violence ends
violence, it must also necessarily beget more violence. The human lives
lost in this war are no less precious
than the lives lost under the terror of
Saddam Hussein's regime.
It is a struggle for me every day to
remember that those I disagree with
may have the best intentions. They

United States' involvement in World
War I]?" The first is an uninformed

both that I cannot support organized
killing and that it is necessary for

statement, the second a wrongly

me to pray for the troops who are
putting their lives in danger. Curley
asks, "Now how can you support
the troops, if you are unwilling to
be drafted?" Speaking for myself as
a conscientious objector, I support
militarypersonnel as human beings,
some of whom believe they are doing
what is necessary and right to abolish abusive systems of government.
I also support those who are putting
their lives on the line because they
need the monetary support to go
to college and those who are there
because we have a "poverty draft"
whether or not they believe what
they do is just. I want them to live
to enjoy education and family, rather
than die for what I believe is an
unjust war.
Both Bob Harmon in his Letter
to the Editor and Curley raise some
good points. It's not easy to pull out
of war. Violence can end violence,
and in some cases the lesser evil
seems to end the greater evil. I don't
have all the answers to ending vio-

may see me not enlisting and conscientiously objecting and think that
I am selfish for not considering the

worded question.
Conscientious objectors must
object to "participation in war in
any form" when that war is one we
might realistically face today. [The
Center on Conscience and War.
Even if someone supported WWII,
they could become a conscientious
objector today. Some people are
also selective conscientious objectors. Pope John Paul II and the US
Catholic bishops in their 1983 pastoral letter "The ChallengeofPeace"
stated: No state may demand blind
obedience [to a draft for war]. Our
1980 statement reiterated our support
for conscientious objection in general and for selective conscientious
objection to participate in a particular
war, either because ofthe ends being
pursued or the means being used. We
called selective conscientious objection a moral conclusion which can
be validly derived from the classical teaching of just-warprinciples."
If a person is objecting because of

me

welfare of the manytroops overseas,
and I may see them unconditionally
supporting the war and think likewise that they are selfish for not considering the welfare of the troops and
innocents in those countries. In order
to begin to compromise, we have to
understand each other's intentions as
motivated by conscience.
If you choose to enlist, I hope you
do so because your conscience will
not allow you to do otherwise. Just
so, I will continue to conscientiously
support the troops but not support the
war, give thanks for the fact that I
don'thave to worry about a terrorist
blowing up Campion and educate
myself about ways in which I might
help create and participate in nonviolent alternatives to war that will
keep others from having to live in the
fear ofU.S.-sponsored terrorism.

Erin Foran
Sophomore, English/International
Studies

,
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Focus marred by technicalities

President Bush has said that he will cut the national debt in half
by 2009. Although this is great news to hear, there are some things
that may cause him some problems.
This week, the Bush administration announced an $80 billion
emergency war funding package. If Congress approves the
package, the total amount spent on both the Iraq and Afghanistan
wars will exceed $300 billion. According to the fiscal 2005 defense
budget released Sunday, the president requested $401.7 billion to
aid in the war against terrorism and to support requirements for
technology and defense capabilities. All of this spending intends
to push the fiscal 2005 deficit to $427 billion, an increase of $15
billion from last year.
According to the United States Department of the Treasury, the
national debt, as of January 25, is $7,621,293,891,611.15 and rising
everyday. Taking into account the population of the United States
is roughly 295,429,166 people; each citizen's share of the national
debt is around $25,797. Most legislators are dumbfounded by the
extent ofthe national debtand the repercussions the rising number
may have on the US and world economies.
Although analysts have said that cutting the debt in half could be
accomplished, if Bush continues to propose emergency funding
throughout the next four years, the deficit will continue to rise.
With a deficit in hand, we can expect changes in Social Security
and more tax cuts. According to the Times News Service, if Bush
makes these changes it could cost the federal government more

of

The

$9.50 movie tickets outrageous
Trisha Leonard

Editor-in-chief
Going to a movie is more expensive
than it has ever been. I don't want to
pay $9.50.1 can't afford that! Why has
the price gone up?—probably because
fewer people can afford to see movies,
so those who can afford it get charged

more.
Not to mention the cost of popcorn
a soda these days. Once you've
shelled out the cost just to get in, you're
bombarded by menus with outrageous
prices. Each one beams with high prices
telling you where the candy counter is
and aisles lined with vending machines

and

on the way to the theater where your
movie is playing.
And another thing. We now have
to watch commercials before movies
start. I used to enjoy a few previews,
but a 20-minute pre-show of dancing
hot dogs and the annoying cell phone
man are, well, annoying.
Due to the cost of going to a movie
and the rapid pace at which they're being produced, people have to pick and
choose what they want to see.
When movies first became popular,
people used to dress up to go see them.
They were a special occasion that many
people felt they should look good at.
In the early stages of movie culture,

there wasn't even sound. But things
have changed since then. With all the
special effects programs we have now,
movie-makers can do some really neat
things. But all of these things cost
money—money they hope the public
will spend to see their pricey movies.
In a way, it feels like we are returning
to the 19305. Pretty soon we'll have to
put on our best clothes to go to a movie,
because at this rate, most people won't
be able to afford it by the time our

generation has kids.

TrishaLeonard is a junior journalism
major. Send feedback and comments to
Trisha at leonardt@seattleu.edu
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Government games put freedom in jeopardy
Molly Layman

Staff Columnist
Ah grade school; those were good, macaroni and cheese loving times. There was so
much joy to be found. Still, there are many
things about this period in my life that do not
need to translate into future application. I'm
perfectly happy with the fact that dressing
myself no longer necessitates the assistance
of my parents. Also, while I loved the game,
"I Spy" this is also an activity thatI welcome
abandoning. I have found other sources of
pleasure which do not involve trying to get
a person to guess that I see a non-existent
purple elephant. Further, now if I spy into
another person's window, this behavior is
often followed by a visit from police officers.
Unfortunately, the government is not following my renunciation.
In findings just released by The Washington
Post, defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld
is reinterpreting U.S. law in order to grant
broader authority over clandestine operations

abroad. An organization previously hidden from the public, the Strategic Support
Branch, has been designed to operate under
the defense secretary's direct control. Though
operations have been disclosed in Iran and
Afghanistan, there are many other areas that
have not been mentioned.This presents many
alarming possibilities.
After the passing ofThePatriot Act, I chose
to make the safe assumption that the Bush
Administration was no longer holding civil
liberties sacred when it came to "combating
terrorism." Therefore, I'm often skeptical of
actions in this domain. This makes me all the
more concerned that theDefense Department
has an organization dedicated to collecting
"human intelligence." Though claims are
being made that it is only used on foreign
soil, the fact that the Defense department
does not have the same restrictions that the
CIA does in regulating this, the possibility for
abuse on domestic soil is evident. The fact
that Rumsfeld has legal authority, has made
this reality all the more alarming.

The Strategic Support Branch is currently using "reprogrammed" funds, these
have not had congressional authority or
appropriation—in fact, Defense intelligence
missions are less subject to restrictions and
the authority of congress. Considering that
Congress is to be the voice ofthe people, this
idea seems ridiculous. The Defense Department is claiming to protect "the people" but
it is not acknowledging the wishes or needs
of the people. The whole notion of having
checks andbalances in government is so that
departments are not able to abuse theirpower.
In these current times of exploited fear and
paranoia, the necessity of limiting abuse is
ever more important, and should, therefore,
not be ignored.
Further, the pentagon has admitted that
officials in this organization are not as well
trained as those in the CIA. If safety is truly
the concern, it would seem to follow that the
most capable officers should be used in gathering foreign intelligence. Creating a less-effective organization that is doing the same job

as other departments, especially in the face of
budget deficits, is a ludicrous waste ofmoney.
Rumsfeld's stated goals for the organization
are almost identical to the stated mission of
the CIA. After working to unify intelligence
collection through the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, the idea of
further separating the areas of intelligence
collection seems contradictory. Though I am
not one to argue that the government does not
constantly misappropriate of funds, I can't
help but think this organization, with fewer
restrictions on human intelligence collection
than the CIA, is working for a purpose straying from its stated mission, which brings me
back to "I Spy." I think the government has
only further given itselfpermission for a good
ol' game of "I Spy a Terrorist" while putting
my freedoms in jeopardy.

Molly Layman is a sophomore
international relations major. Send
feedback and comments to Molly at
laymanm@seattleu.edu

Sex vital to relationships Homeless face many biases
William Hurd
Photo Editor
Relationships have evolved from how
it was decades ago, but some of the same
aspects of dating that existed back in the

1950s still remain.
Men and women both have it hard. The
guy has to go up and start the conversation;
they have to make the pursuit. The woman
has to wait and see ifa guy likes him.
It's equally heart-wrenching for both the
man and the woman; the guy fears being
rejected and the woman wants the guy to
come up and make conversation.
If the girl likes the guy she wants him
to call and ends up waiting for that call. If
a guy likes the girl, he might be nervous
about calling her. Such questions as 'what
do I talk about,' 'should I call her,' tend to
get in the way.
In the old days people were expected to
wait until they were married to have sex.
Now sex is a vital part of most relation-

ships.
Some guys expect to have sex after so
many weeks and many girls expect the guy
to want it. Why is sex so important? You
can blame mass media for how we think;
ultimately it is up to the individual to make

these decisions. You see condom commercials, how to have safe sex, and Planned
Parenthoodads on televisionand you wonder
'amI different for not having sex?'
Remember in grade school when you
learned about sex education and then you
started giggling when you heard the words
"penis" and "vagina." Now we use these
words in very derogatory ways, often offending individuals from both sexes. This

pressure causes people to act in a demeaning way.
Some guys are under a lot ofpeerpressure
to have sex. Why? I never understood this
aspect. Because the more women you have
sex with the bigger man you are? Then why
is it said that a woman who has sex with a lot
of partners is a slut? I still don't understand
this, but that label is in place. However, when
women see a sexually active guy, they often
remark, "He's a man whore."
In the dating world, men and women
are two different species. Men believe that
women can understand them, but in reality
they can't. You can label some, but not all
men.
Guys experience the same ordeal. They
don't understand women, and they never
will. I try to understandhow and why women
do certain things, but I can't, and I end up
more confused than I was before.
Look at guys through the spectrum -some
can express how they feel and others can't
express themselves at all.
Both sexes will often try to change an
aspect about themselves for the opposite sex,
instead of accepting who they are. We begin
to question who we are at puberty, and this
continues for the next 5-10 years, if not for
the rest of their lives.
Honestly, not everyone knows who they
are, and what they want. But when you do
there is that moment ofclarity that you finally
know who your are and are willing to accept
that person. You realize you don't need to
change for anyone and that they will have
to accept you for who you are.
William Hurd is a junior social work
major. Sendfeedback and comments to
Will at hurdwl@seattleu.edu

Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor

The day is fast approaching; Tent City 3 is
finally moving in on Saturday. The campus is
gearing up for the first step of many in addressing homelessness in Seattle. Our University has
taken a subject matter that has caused many
controversies in the past and dropped it on the
doorstep of a diverse group of people.
The student population ofSeattle University
comes from many different backgrounds and
social classes. We have students that live in
white and blue collar homes. Some students that
originate outside the United States have been
exposed to homelessness on a larger scale. But

living amongst the homeless is an all-together
different scenario.
According to the administration, the educational opportunities available in hosting Tent
City are beyond words. Administration officials
have said that there is no real way to educate
about homelessness without experiencing homelessness. This goes without saying.
Being homeless is foreign to most students
attending Seattle University. I know of only
one person who was once homeless, living on
the streets, begging for money and is now happily married and graduating this year. But his
experiences are beyond my imagination and
comprehension.
As students we should embrace this opportunity as it presents itself. Although there
may be some questions as to whether students
should have been more involved in the decision
to bring them here, this is still an opportunity
to understand more about homelessness. The
problem that we may have with homelessness is
our impressions of homeless people. Everyday,
many of us interact with homeless people on
the streets of Seattle. Whether we're walking
down Broadway, sitting outside Pacific Place
or being panhassled by individuals outside the
76 gas station on James Street; we've all had
some type of interaction with the homeless

population in Seattle. But because of these occurrences, we have false interpretations of who
the homeless are.
Some of us may look at them as people in
need; others may look at them as a problem we
can't fix. There are those who wouldrather not
deal with them and those who grew up in areas
where there were no homeless. No matter what
our view of homeless people is, we each have a
bias, one way or the other.
These biases come from somewhere, where
exactly is unknown. Are they beaten into our
heads because of repeated isolated instances that
have resulted in a negative attitude? Or is it the
way that the media has portrayed homelessness
in the past? In Seattle, the homeless problem has
been evident for many years. Before the "jungle," an area along the east side of Interstate 5

on Beacon Hill, was abolished, homeless people
of sight to most Seattleites. However,
the area was invested with drug and alcohol
abuse and fostered an unsafe community for local residents. As a result, many criminal related
incidents were reported in the local newspapers
and Seattle residents were provided with a false
image of all homeless people.
These false images provide the backdrop for
most impressions of the homeless community.
Now that Tent City is moving in, students who
have a problem with the homeless community are
confronted with a situation they wouldrather not
intrude into their school life. They are satisfied
with their interpretations and feel that the school
is overstepping in their role of educating.
But, instead of trying to reach out to these
students, proponents of Tent City chastise these
folks and exclude them from the outreach programs. Tent City volunteers and residents should
not only embrace those that are willing helpers,
but also those who may be misinformed of the
realities of being homeless.
were out

Kevin Curley is a junior journalism major.
Sendfeedback and comments to Kevin at
curleyk@seattleu. edu

Rant of the Week: People In dorms need to relax when It comes to noise
Joe Anchondo

in a comfortable learning envi-

StaffPhotographer

ronment, but I believe that our
current noise restrictions are far
too severe. My complaints lie
primarily in those who make the

Oh, what's that? You didn't
get to sleep until 4:00 AM? The
people on your floor were being
a little too loud? Oh, I feel bad for
you. Oh wait, no I don't—this is
college, why don't you just leam
to live with it.
I don't mean to come off too
harsh or anything. I mean, I
—1 know we are supposed to be

rules, not the RA's who enforce
them. Although the RA's may
cramp my style on occasion, I
don't blame them. They are simply trying to do theirjobs, and we
should all be able to respect that. I
also must grumble about the dorm
residents that demand silence

from their fellow residents. For
those of you thatrequire silence in
order to exist in the dorms, there
is something designed specifically
for you called a "quiet floor", and
I know that there are plenty of current quiet floor residents that did
not request to live there.
I understand that there should
be some respect given after a
certain hour, but 10:00 on week
nights is ridiculous. Who actually
goes to bed before 1:00AM on a

regular basis at this school? I don't
know many if any. If you need to
study, there is plenty of space in

the library, or the study rooms.
Take advantage of them, and use
your dorm rooms as a place to
socialize and enhance your sense
of community. It shouldn't be
a place where we are afraid to
knock on our neighbor's door.
If we can minimize quiet hours,
make use ofthe designated study
areas and utilize the quiet floors

more effectively, we would all [_
be able to live in the dorms in
(forgive me for using this word)
harmony.
I believe the only solution to
the oppressive administration at
Seattle University is a revolution.
Why don't we all pull together so
we don't have to tiptoe around
at night? Turn up your music,
yell at your Xbox, summon your
neighbor by banging on their wall

and demand change.
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Fundraising for Tent City Ways YOU Can
Serve Tent City 3
exceeds expectations
ary with different themes each week. All
donations are to be taken directly to the
entrance ofTent City.
"I think it is great that people will be
In only a few days, the Seattle Univerthe donations themselves and be
making
sity community will welcome its newest
able to have that face-to-face exchange,"
members.
Merrill said.
Tent City, a group ofabout 100 homeEven withall the supply drives that are
less men and women, will arrive at
SU's tennis courts on Jan. 29. Groups going on, Katie Pinard from the Center
of students, faculty and staffhave come for Service said that she thinks residents
together to provide a variety of services can always accept donationsfor tents and
sleeping bags.
for Tent City residents.
Tent City has monthly operating
A fundraising drive that allowed stuof $4,500 to cover expenses like
costs
dents to donate money from their meal
restrooms,
dumpsters and bus tickets.
plans collected $6,886 from more than
Two
called SHARE (Seorganizations
175 people over a two-week period.
attle
andResource
Housing
Efforts) and
The money will be used to purchase
(Women's
Housing,
Equality
WHEEL
food through the same vendors that Bon
and
Enhancement
work
League)
together
Appetit uses.
to
and
donations
accept
Tent
sponsor
City
The original plan was to provide
residents one hot meal per day, but so to cover these costs.
There are many fundraisers in the
much money has been raised that a sack
works
for the operating expenses, includlunch program has begun. Liz Fenn, of
wars in the residence halls,
ing
penny
Conference and Event Services, said
collegia
drives, a casino night and
coin
that some groups will "adopt-a-meal" by
even
a
concert. Students will be
maybe
preparing and bringing food to campus,
tickets
for
a raffle during the first
selling
and volunteers will cook some meals in
week
of
Prizes include $250
February.
kitchen
of
Hall.
the
Campion
a
at an oceanfront
three-night
stay
cash,
and
then
buy
"We determine the menu
all the ingredients to make the food," house in Seaside, Ore. and a $75 gift
Fenn said. "We will also make lemonade certificate to the SU bookstore.
Graduate programs are also being
and coffee each night."
asked
to create a basket with an interestSack lunches will be made on-site with
theme
to be auctioned off on eßay's
residents and will then be served the next ing
day. So far, 18 groups have signed up to non-profit subsidiary, Mission Fish. The
staffofthe Controller's Officealso held a
prepare the lunches.
Fenn said she wanted to work for zero silent auction on Jan. 21 to raise funds.

Abi Salmon
Guest Writer

waste during Tent City's stay. Reusable

mugs will be given to residents during
the first evening meal, compost bins will
be placed in the kitchen, and dishes and
flatware will be purchased and reused.
"There are still opportunities for individual volunteers to donate time for setup
and cleanup," Fenn said.
Some other campus groups are working on donation drives to collect food and
supplies for Tent City residents. Angie
Merrill, senior social work major, who
has been organizing the drives, said that
she has 10 confirmed donations.
Merrill said there are groups from on
and off campus that are collecting different supplies. Some campus groups include faculty and staff from the Lemieux
Library, Human Resources and Enrollment Services, as well as students from
the Educational Leadership program and
the Murphy Apartments.
Students from Seattle Academy will
be conducting four separate donation
drives throughout the month of Febru-

Noreen Elbert, of the Institute for Pub-

lic Service, is organizing SU's fundraising efforts for SHARE/WHEEL.
"The efforts have been amazing, she
said. "I know we're going to reach our
goal."
But the residents will be serving the
SU community as well. So far, 14 groups
have signed up for tours of the community, according to Pinard. Individuals
are welcome to drop by during daylight
hours, Monday through Friday.
Other educational opportunities include
forums and panels of speakers who have
been invited to SU in February. They
will be touching on issues such as the
faith community's response to homelessness, organizing the community to end
homelessness and conversations with Tent
City residents. The first event, on Jan. 19,
focused on advocacy service learning.
Speakers, Linda Maser, of the Fremont
Public Association, and Nancy Amidei,
of the University of Washington Civic
Engagement Project, discussed ways to
1,

end homelessness by getting involved
on a political level. They recommended
different ways for people to contact their
legislators to express concerns over the
issue.
Senior nursing student Bret Donnan
attended the panel and is part of a group
that will be providing a health desk to
Tent City residents.
"I chose to come out to this event because it was presented to us by the faculty
of the School ofNursing as a opportunity
to get an idea on some ideas regarding
homelessness and what Tent City was
going to be about," he said.
Donnan said that the health desk will
be staffed every Wednesday. They plan to
offer classes forresidents on hygiene and
disease prevention, as well as providing
health screenings.
Another nursing student involved in
the health desk project is senior Crys
Thomason. She said that the group chose
the project because they thought it was an
important thing to help the community.
"We want to provide supplies and teach
theresidents how to use those supplies,"
she said. "We are tapping into community
resources for donations."
The health desk is only one of the
activities that Tent City residents will be
encouraged to participate in. Pinard said
that the Office of Career Development
spoke to Tent City residents and asked
them what information they might be
interested in. As a result, Career Development is offering two job skills classes.
The Office of Information Technology

will offer a computer skills workshop.
Some athletic teams are sponsoring a
movie and game night. A group of students from the master's program in not
for profit leadership are planning a Super
Bowl party in Campion Ballroom. Tent
City residents are also invited to the men
and women's basketball games.
The School ofLaw will be presenting
six different legal clinics with themes
such as debt, landlord-tenant issues,
family law and unemployment benefits.
Each clinic will have a general information session and then time for individual
consultation.
Joe Orlando, of the Office of Jesuit
Identity, is also the chair of the Tent City
Planning Committee. He said that the
number of people involved with Tent
City is inspiring.
"I feel so grateful to be a part ofthe SU
community," he said. "I am so proud of
the generosity and passion to serve in our
students, faculty and staff."

International Week!

There are a variety of ways for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, parents and neighbors of Seattle University to
engage in the hosting ofTent City 3 in February.

Evening Meals
Tent City 3 currently has evening meals provided on
Fridays and Saturdays, and Seattle University hopes to
provide as many additional hot meals as possible. SU
has plans to serve 10 evening meals in February and
seeks volunteers for the cooking, transporting, serving
and clean up involved with each meal. This effort will
be led by Liz Fenn (Conference & Event Services),
Faizi Ghodsi (International Student Center), and Aimee
Khuu (ASSU representative).
To provide as many hot evening meals as possible to
the 80 to 100 residents of Tent City 3, we are looking to
other groups and organizations to "adopt a meal." That
includes planning and preparing the meal, providing the
food and paper goods, and organizing the volunteers to
help cook, serve, and clean up the meal.
To sign up or request information on how to get involved in the evening meals effort, contact Liz Fenn at

206-296-5617, efenn@seattleu.edu.

Supplies and Food Donations
The Tent City community requests donations ofthe following supplies, as well as breakfast and lunch food items:
Supplies: tents, sleeping bags, blankets, tarps (at least
15'x20'), flashlights, batteries, rope/cording, duct tape,
brooms, oversized thermos jugs, coolers, orange or yel-

low vests, temporary fencing/screening, plastic garbage
bags, plastic utensils, paper plates and bowls, napkins
and paper towels.
Food: milk, juice, fruit, cheese, bread, lunch meat, hot
dogs, soups, chili, sandwiches, canned food, coffee,
sugar, creamer, cold cereal, snack food, ice, prepared
salads, microwaveable frozen meals or packaged meals.

All donations may be brought directly to the main
entrance of Tent City 3 on the SU tennis courts at 13th
and Cherry Street in February. Any group who would
like to organize a food or supply drive may contact Angie Merrill (social work student) at merrila 1 @seattleu.
edu.

Financial Assistance
Tent City 3 must pay for portable restrooms, dumpsters,
bus tickets and other essential items at a total monthly
cost of $4,500. SHARE/WHEEL accepts donations
to cover these costs for Tent City. If you would like
to make a financial contribution, or if your office or
student group would like to assist with raising funds,
please contact Noreen Elbert (Institute for Public Ser-

vice) at 206-296-5437, elbertn@seattleu.edu.

Other Service Opportunities
There are additional ways for individuals and groups to
assist Tent City and others who are homeless. For example, some volunteers are needed to help with moving
in and moving out efforts on Jan. 29 and Feb. 28.

Tent City 3 seeks future hosting

As part of International Week this Monday, folk music
group "Music of the Andes" performed at the Cherry Street
Market on the second floor of the Student Center.

sites for one to three months at a time. Volunteers are
essential for many local community organizations that
serve people who are homeless. For more information
contact Katie Pinard (Center for Service) at (206) 2962328, pinardk@seattleu.edu.
SU's Tent City 3 Ways to Serve website at
http://www.seattleu. edu/tentcity/serve. asp

Information from
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Students join in nationwide Inauguration Day Walk-Out
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Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
In lieu of President George W.
Bush's inauguration, a number of local
college students walked out of class
and refused to spend money in an act
of mourning and sedition.
For the majority of Americans, last
Thursday was a day of celebration and
hope, but for at least 1,000 Seattleites,
it was a day of advocacy.
Carrying signs varying from "Does
this Look like a Mandate?" to "Behold
the Empire," approximately 50 SU
students some of whom had walked
out of class
gathered in the Quad
at noon.
While the intermittent rain and cold
would keep many from attending,
some students such as Zac Annen,
junior social work major, undeterred
by the lack of protection from the
inclement weather, listened intently
to the speakers.
For Annen, extra motivation to
walk-out ofhis social work class came
after watching the Senate confirmation
hearing of Condoleezza Rice.
"I wanted to come anyway," Annen
said. "But watching [that] and seeing
even Democrats support her just made
me even more angry."
Fellow SU student and political
science major Katrina Hale's antiIraq war stance and desire to stand in
solidarity with like minded people led
her to attend the rally.
"I remember being surrounded by
all of these Europeans at election time
and they were looking at me like 'What
are you people thinking?' It was embarrassing, because despite all of the
misinformation, we re-elected him."
Speakers at the SU rally included
Ronald Slye, professor of Law, Rich-

-

ard Young from the Political Science
Department, and Gary Chamberlain
from Theology. Topics ranged from
the Bush administration coming out to
say it was against torture, to the war
on the environment.
Chamberlain closed the speeches
with this prescription: "The bushes in
theWhite House are growing wild. We
have to trim them back."
From the Quad, students marched to
Seattle Central Community College,
aided by the sound of honking from
passing cars. There they met with
students from UW, SCCC, Shoreline
Community College and local high
schools.
When the band The Pharmacy
closed with the song "Anthrax," they
announced that two army recruiters complied with SCCC student
requests that they leave campus
that day, at which point protestors
began chanting "No recruiters on
our campus."
Not in Our Name (NION), the organizers of the nationwide walk outs and
co-collaborators of Not a Damn Dime
Day estimated that around 1,000 were
in attendance at the Westlake Center
rally, in comparison to San Francisco's
5,000.
Among other groups at the Westlake
were the Women in Black, ACTION
Northwest and some local socialist
groups.
In order to draw attention to the
protest, some used symbolic dress.
One man wore a Darth Vader outfit.
Others wore gas masks.
At one point, protestor's toppled a
mock George W. Bush statue. At another point, Bill Hick's shouted "Long
live Michael Moore."
This year's protest, however, was
half the size of four years ago, when

least 2,000 marched from Westlake to the Federal Building to show
contempt for the 5-4 Supreme Court
ruling that awarded Bush leadership
of the country.
Although conflicting priorities and
the weather kept many from demonstrating, some didn't go simply because they didn't see the point.
We're going to have [Bush] for four
years," began Michael Fehrenbach,
sophomore humanities major. "It's
like, what are you going to do? Skip
class everyday he's president?"
Jennifer Power, president of the
SU club Culture Jammers, organized
the campus event. Although she was
pleased with the turnout, she admitted
to having grandiose dreams of filling
the Quad. However, she credits SU's
Coalition for Global Concern for the
idea to take the protest off campus
as well.
Like other SU students, Power's
day long activism took her from the
Quad, to the SCCC campus, before
egressing to Westlake. Regretfully,
Power admitted she couldn't make it
to the Federal Building, the finale of
NION's event.
On a more personal level, Power's
problems with President Bush and
motivation toward advocacy stem
from his claim that his re-election
was a mandate. "I don't think he's
dimwitted at all. He's actually very
clever... I find his entire administration frightening."
As for why she came out to protest,
Power said, "Voting isn't the only way
at

to voice your opinion."
One way those like Power voiced

their opinion was by wearing black
armbands with a fist sticker. Black
symbolized mourning, while the fist
was for rebellion.
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Photos by Joe Anchondo

Seattle University Students (starting from the
top) march their way to Seattle Central Community College after holding their own rally
at SU's quad. Students from local colleges
and high schools gathered at SCCC for more
rallying. Local police watched over the Westlake Center rally, where approximately 1,000
protestors gathered.

CORRECTION: The writer of "Student speaks
against religious fundamentalism in Israel" in last
week's issue was misidentified as Molly Cevasco.
Molly Layman wrote the story.
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Associate dean of theology, ministry Student progam
leaving SU to break gender barriers
teaches global
citizenship
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class. The Lutheran church didn't ordain er ifI had justbeen a librarian or a secretary
or something that was secure, so people
women until 1970.
wouldn't hurt my feelings, and I wouldn't
in
served
a
rural
lowa
congregation
"I
and I was certainly the first woman pastor have to work so hard. But some women
they ever had. And even still sometimes who have done what I've done have had a
when I am preaching a congregation on lot of obstacles at home about breaking the
Sunday as a guest, some will say, 'Oh, boundaries, so I've been lucky."
Anderson's husband, who is a visiting
that wasn't bad. You know I never heard a
guest professor at Yale Divinity School,
woman before.'"
"I was the first woman assistant to a is also very supportive of the move to
bishop back in lowa," Anderson added. Berkeley.
"I am excited about the move. I have
"Then you get in those positions, and there
followedmy
wife three times for her work,
is a lot of resistance, so you are proving
and
am
I
delighted to do so again. I am
yourself a lot of the time."
Photo by William Hurd
battle
to
gender happy go to Berkeley because the house
Anderson not only has to
Reverend Dr. Phyllis Anderson stereotypes, but she also has to battle has a large kitchen, and I will get to cook a
packs up her office, as she is leavagainst the idea that, in this progressive lot, and I enjoy cooking," stated Reverend
ing SU to be the first woman to time, there is equality of the sexes.
Dr. Herbert Anderson.
serve as president of a Lutheran
women,
lot
of
"I think a
[including]
Along with cooking, he will be able to
Seminary.
think
that
teach
at any of thenine seminaries that are
here,
students in our community
true.
of
the school in Berkeley.
part
these
are
all
solved.
That's
not
things
Megan Peter
Anderson has accomplished many
once
and
a
while
Mrs.
It's
lot
but
every
better,
a
Staff Writer
it still catches you some people think things while at Seattle University, such as
helping build the School of Theology and
Reverend Dr. Phyllis Anderson, a that you can't do as good as a job because
the
male
Ministry at SU.
a
woman.
defer
to
They'll
you're
pioneer in her field, will become the first
their
Although she will be returning to her
and
treat
like
seminary
presidents
you
woman in the United States to serve as the
less
and
hometown
ofSan Francisco and will live
less,
That
is
happening
secretary.
president of a Lutheran Seminary.
mother,
handle
near
her
there are numerous things
it
also
on
how
depends
you
but
Anderson, associate dean of the School
miss about Seattle.
she
is
to
going
Anderson.
yourself,"
explained
of Theology and Ministry, will start her
Anderson is also learning to handle
presidency Feb. 1 at the Pacific Lutheran
herself
amongst all the recent media atTheological Seminary in Berkeley, Calif.
Lutheran
As an
being the first woman to take
tention
for
While Anderson has an uphill battle
woman, I have felt so
ahead of her, she is willing to do the work on the position.
"I think one of the challenges will be
so affirmed,
required because she has already come a
lotofmedia interest; curiosthat
there
is
a
and so a part of things
long way.
invited
invitations,
or
to
get
get
I
ity.
may
"Ever since I was a very little girl I only
Catholic
this
that because
thought about doing things in the church. be on commission for this or
university.
it would be cool to have the only woman
I never thought about jobs and careers
think
thatit
is
president.
imporI
Rev. Dr. Phyllis Anderson,
outside the church. It was a matter of seminary
visibility [to
finding out how much the church would tant to do those things and get
associate dean of school
show] that women are in the position of
let me do."
of Theology and Ministry
really big job to
Anderson knew that being a pastor leadership, but there is a
school."
was not an option, so she prepared to be do at home at the
she is lucky, consid"I love this university. As an ordained
Anderson
believes
a missionary.
woman, I have felt so welcomed,
Lutheran
her
her
role
as
a
family
supports
pasering
"But then I married a pastor," she exand so a part of things in this
community.
affirmed,
and
a
leader
the
church
so
in
tor
plained. "That kind of helped, [because]
"My husband has been fantastic, and Jesuit, Catholic university."
then I had a role. When he went to teach
"The ecumenical life of this School of
there
wasn't any resistance from my faminstead of being in a local congregation,
great, and she thinks that Theology and Ministry is just a little mirI started going to seminary myself. I still ily. My mother is
acle the wayCatholics and Protestants and
didn'tknow if I could really be a pastor. whatever I really want to do is fine."
However, Anderson does admit her Unitarians and Anglicans work together,"
But by the time I finished school, I had
mother worried about her working in such continued Anderson. "I will miss that a
kind of grown into the role."
lot. I will miss the campus. I will miss the
Anderson has a history of breaking a male-dominated field.
would
chapel. I will miss the excitement ofbuild"She doesn't understand... why I
barriers in the male-dominatedfield of the
to
with
the
hassles
of
a
being
ing a new school, a School of Theology
ministry. WhenAnderson was in seminary, want put up
and
Ministry."
She
wouldhavebeen
much
happithere were only three other women in her pioneer.
Seattle University showed its appreciation for Anderson by starting a scholarship
in her name last spring. In celebration of
her farewell, there was a reception after the
Service ofLight on Jan. 18.
-
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Working with garbage isn't a job often associated with higher education. But last winter, Seattle
University student Savarra Peterson found herself
figuratively knee deep in it in Zambia.
More specifically Peterson, senior political and
general science major, wrote a case study for the
Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere
(CARE), a non-governmental organization (NGO),
on waste management systems in urban compounds
in Lusaka, the capitol of Zambia, and Ndola.
Zambia, Thailand, South Africa and Ecuador are
among the many countries Seattle University's International Development Internship Program (IDIP) may
send students interested in global citizenship.
Janet Quillian, the director and architect of the
program, believes global citizenship goes beyond
interconnectedness and being informed.
"It's one thing to read books; it's another thing to
interface."
Which is why, Quillian explained, the first quarter
of the 17-credit year-long program is about study
and preparation. During the second quarter, students
work with their respective NGOs. Then, in the spring,
they return to SU to reflect upon and synthesize their
experiences and findings.
This years IDIP consists of 16 students, the largest
group since the program's establishment.
Quillian suspects the growing interest is "because
students are coming back and talking about it."
Peterson certainly had a lot to say about her experience in Africa, but she also had this input to give to
students interested in IDIP: "It speaks worlds for itself
-1 could never do it justice with my words."
In fact, her experiences traveling abroad actually
led to a change in her career direction.
"After Zambia, I no longer had to choose between
[liberal arts and the sciences] being a doctor is
what I want."
Zambia is a lot like Peterson's diverse, and often
conflicting, scholarly interests. The country she describes as having the most amazingly blue sky and
"loud, abrupt and colorful" people; also has an average life expectancy of 35 years old. The destitution
of the people in Zambia can't be separated from its
beautiful landscape, Peterson admits.
According to Peterson, "CARE came up with
the idea of creating businesses out of this killing
two birds with one stone. People in the compounds
need jobs and the compounds need waste management. So, the idea was, let's train community
members in both business and waste management
skills, supply the needed material and get the
thing going."
As for the negative aspects of being a foreigner
in a developing country, both Quillian and Peterson
say the rewards far outweigh any bad experiences or
culture shock.
"I know this may sound trite, but there wasn't
anything negative. Yes, there were challenges a lot
of challenges but I don't consider that negative,"
Peterson clarified. "Seriously, 1 can't compare a few
moments of homesickness to an overall extremely
rich experience, there's no point.".
But one deterrent for many students is the cost
of the program. A round trip ticket to Africa costs
roughly $2,000. In comparison, the cost of traveling
to and from South America is about $1,200, and to
Asia the cost is about $1,000. In addition to the cost
of tuition and other expenses and the numbers look
even more daunting.
And although working for NGOs like CARE or
Catholic Relief Services isn't considered volunteer
work, it also isn't a paid position.
In retrospect of the cost, Peterson adds, "Was it
worth the money? Are you kidding?"
-

-

-
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Speaker promotes equality as partial solution to poverty
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
In only four of 3,066 counties
in the United States can someone,
who works full-time at minimum
wage, afford to pay rent and
utilities on a one-bedroom apartment.

Despite the belief that anyone
who works hard will get ahead,
tens of millions of people who
work 40 or more hours per week
are still living in poverty.
As a part of the "Consumption and Poverty" theme of this
year's academic salons, visiting
law professor William Quigley,
of Loyola University in New Orleans, gave a presentation titled,
"Ending Poverty As We Know It:
Guaranteeing a Right to a Job at a
Living Wage."
"A better world is not just possible, but there are people who are
living a better world right now...
The first thing we have to do is
see that there are different ways
of doing things. There are people
doing miraculous things; doing
liberating things right now," said
Quigley, summarizing the theme

of his topic.
Quigley believes that by liberating our minds we can break
the barriers that have, ultimately,
prevented all who want a job to
find one, which he feels is an issue
of equality.
Reflecting the importance ofthe
individual in bringing large social
change, William Quigley chose
to share several stories from his
experience in this field.
His first story involved a case
he worked on addressing mothers
on welfare who attempted to get
compensation for lead poisoning, which they got from their
apartments. The one working
mother in the case was the only
one to receive a decent amount
of compensation. This was largely
because the lawyers were not as
able to attack her character and
abilities as a mother
she had
the protection of a job.
This case helped illustrate to
Quigley the importance of holding
a job
a realization that began
his mission to guarantee the right
for all to have a job.
In order to reach the goal of
equality, which Quigley defined
—

—

Security Reports
1/11 Theft
At 10 a.m., Student reported the
theft ofher ring and a necklace at the
Connolly Center. The jewelry was
left on top of an un-secured locker.
a

1/12 Assist
At 1 p.m., a student contacted Public
Safety from an elevator emergency
phone in Campion Tower, advising
he was stuck in the elevator. Public
Safety staff re-set the elevator and
helped the student out.

1/12 Alcohol
At 6:30 p.m., Public Safety staff
on patrol found an unopened container of"Ice" beer in the recording
studio. The door to the studio was
found open and the alarm off. No
one could be located around the
area. The alcohol was disposed of.

1/12 Assist
At 7 p.m., a faculty member dropped
off approximately 20 rounds of
ammunition, which a student had
found on the street and gave him.
The ammunition was reported
to have been found somewhere
between Seattle University and
Swedish Hospital on Broadway.

1/13 Fire Alarm
The Seattle Fire Department arrived
at 7:15 p.m. when a twelfth floor
resident of Campion set off smoke
detectors in the lounge by burning
food on the stove.

1/13 Medical Assist
At 11 p.m., the Public Safety 911
computer registered a 911 call being placed to Seattle Fire Department. Public safety staff went to the
resident room location and found a
student having difficulty breathing.
The student was transported to a
local hospital by SFD. At about
1:30 a.m. the student contacted

Public Safety to escort her back
Campion from the hospital.

to

1/14 Criminal Trespass
At 4 a.m., Public Safety staff on pa-

trol spotted a person leaving the area
of the new garage construction, on
the north end of Campus Services.
The person headed east offcampus.
Public Safety staff checked the construction area, and nothing was out
of the ordinary.

1/18 Fire Alarm
At 4:10 p.m., the fourth floor of the
East Cherry Street parking garage
went into fire alarm mode. Public
Safety and SFD responded. No
cause for the alarm was found. However, water was observed transferring
down the walls and into the fire alarm
devices and likely created a short,
causing the alarm to go off. The system was re-set after drying out.

1/18 Vehicle Accident
At 4:20 p.m., a university service van
was involved in a "fender bender" accident on City Street while traveling
to the post office. Public Safety did
an incident report and is following
up with the second party, who is not
associated with Seattle University.

1/19 Vehicle Accident
At 11:45 a.m., a student reported an
unknown delivery vehiclebacked up
on the lower mall on 11th and East
Marion and struck a wood bollard.
The bollard was broken in half and
had to be replaced.

1/19 Medical Assist
At 12:45 p.m., student financial services employees reported to Public
Safety that they transported a colleague to a local hospital in a private
vehicle. The reason for the transport
was the staff person reported having
difficulties from medication she was
taking.

as essential for job distribution,
he presented a series of steps
necessary to bring about this
revolution.
The most important thing, he
said, is to "start by liberating
yourselves. We need to liberate
our minds. If all we are going to
think is. about things as the way
they were in the past, we will have
tunnel vision."
This has caused people, Quigley
explained, to believe employment
for all is not possible with the current system. Quigley feels that if
we believe that anyone who wants
a job can have one, then it can
become a reality.
He also argued that it is crucial
for people to realize that every human being has human dignity and
human rights. According to Quigley, by believing in human dignity,
people will advocate more for all
to have jobs and realize the importance of this symbolic position in
society both in theUnited States
and abroad.
Quigley feels that we must begin
to look at things "from the bottom
up," in order to gather a more accurate understanding of the place
—

of others. This is something that
he felt was "part of a fundamental
Catholic teaching, both religious
and philosophical."
Jennifer Newman, sophomore
forensic science major, disagrees
with aspects of this notion.
"I disagree with the idea that,
as students of a Jesuit university,
we have the responsibility to help
the community. Some probably
think that as people that are in a
certain social or economic position
middle or upper class
it is
our responsibility to do what we
can to help out those less fortunate.
Really what it comes down to is
a moral or personal position, and
everyone in the community, not
just students in a Jesuit university,
should uphold [this responsibility]."
Quigley acknowledged the difficulty in changing people's perceptions, but believes this can
be achieved. It must begin on a
small level
through a coalition
of union, church and civil rights
in order to help people
groups
gain an understanding through
discussion. This will allow the
movement to spread.
—

—

—

—

He also noted that there are different types of ignorance.
"There are some things that we
can't be expected to know," explained Quigley. "There are some
things in the middle, [and] we have
to figure out if we ought to have
known [them]. Can we say that we
couldn't have known?"
This is an important point, he
said, as we often look back on
World War 11, asking how people
couldn't have known what Hitler
was doing. In current times, however, Quigley wonders, can the
state of poverty that people endure
be continually ignored for the sake
of convenience?
Antigone Wolfram, junior psychology major, seemed, within the
context of the times, to agree.
"I thought [the speech] was inspiring, but the thing about these
types of these things is you can
never get an answer because you
have to start in such a small place.
This can be discouraging. I think
this country is stuck in the mindset ofindividualism and the idea of
collectivism is communism. I think
that the one thing is that fear is a
huge thing people use here."

Two weeks oi crimefighting chaos!
1/19Alcohol
At 6:35 p.m., Public Safety staff on
patrol came upon a student and two
ofhernon-SU affiliated friends in the
recording studio. One of thestudent's
friends was consuming a 24 oz. beer.
The alcohol was disposed of, the
friends left campus, and the student
acknowledged to Public Safety that
the alcohol activity should not have
been occurring.

1/19 Medical Assist
At 9:10 p.m., Public Safety officers
responded to an RA in Bellarmine
who had dislocated her knee when
she fell into a piece of furniture.
The RA refused any furthermedical
attention and wrapped herknee in an
ace bandage.

1/19 Malicious Mischief
At 11:50 p.m., a Public Safety officer on patrol discovered someone
had scratched a swastika, about one
foot square, in the inner door of the
elevator at Lemieux Library. The
marking was covered up by Public
Safety and reported to facilities for
clean-up and repair.

1/20 Theft Via E-mail
At 9:00 a.m., a student reported
receiving an e-mail in his SU e-mail
account from his bank. The student
replied to the e-mail by enclosing his
pin numberand account number. The
student later discovered someone in
Mexico had taken $600 out of his
account. I.T. was advised of the
fraudulent e-mails so students could
be alerted to the situation by e-mail.
An alert was also posted on the new
Public Safety web page.

1/20 Suspicious Circumstance
At 8:20 p.m., Public Safety officers
responded to an intrusion alarm
coming from the bookstore annex.
Upon arrival, officers found the
perimeter of the building secure and

no signs of attempted entry. Public
Safety staffdid take note of a male
in all dark clothing loitering in the
immediate vicinity. They remained
on scene until he cleared.

1/20 Malicious Mischief
At 8:30 p.m., Public Safety staff on
patrol in Bellarmine discovered some
person or people had removed the two
foot communication-wiring access
panel from the wall, where computer
and cable TV is wired. Someone also
attempted to remove another access
panel-cover on a separate floor. The
RA on duty was notifiedand facilities
was alerted to the issue.

1/20 Theft
At 10:45 a.m., a 30-inch pedestrian
crossing sign was stolen from the
access roadway leading to the 1 lth
and East James parking garage.

1/21 Auto Prowl

.

At 3:10 p.m., Public Safety took a

report from a student who described
someone had taken her riding pants
and a pair of sunglasses from her
vehicle sometime in the last 24
hours. She was parked in the 11th

and East James Street Garage. A
key not the owner's was found
in the ignition by the victim. The
Seattle Police Department placed
the found key into evidence.
-

-

1/23 Malicious Mischief
At 12:20 p.m., Public Safety staff
received a malicious mischief
report from the staff at the Murphy Apartment Office. The staff
person reported that a student had
just discovered a broken plate
window in the entrance door of
building number one. Inside, two
emergency light boxes and two fire
alarm devices were found torn off
the walls. A champagne bottle cork
and wire top were also found in the
debris. The fire alarm was repaired
as soon as possible.
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Learning Center helps those with learning disabilities succeed
not know the best way to support the student."

J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
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After a few tests conducted while he attended Edmonds
College, including an IQ test, the school's leamspecialist determined a slight eye-tracking problem affected
Oiler's ability to learn. It disturbs his reading ability and distorts
his writing.
"The slow processing speed seems to make me a slowreader
and disengages me from being a quick writer. So I don't take
notes that well, or that quickly. That's why I just focus on what
the professor is saying. I try to avoid notes all together. Thankfully, the learning center has note takers."
Most ofthe symptoms that affect learning ability are masked
by the invisible nature of their cause. The lack of explicit deficiencies, like wheelchairs

■nmunity

SU: gray receptionist cubicles, pint-sized offices and mythical
posters citing scripture. But beyond these commonalities, its
distinctiveness can be told through the students who use it.
JamieWeaver, freshman art history/chemistry major, wanted
to take Advanced Placement courses at her high school in Kennewick. Wash., but some ofthe teachers and administration tried
to keep her out. Their reason: they didn't want the rest of the
students to be burdened with her dyslexia.
"They recommended that I not take AP classes—they actually
tried fighting me. So I sent a letter to the school board and they
approved it," she said.
Unsatisfied in his defeat, the principal countered. He told
Weaver that unless her grades dropped significantly, the school
would no longer consider her disabled.
Weaver was enthusiastic about AP classes because of their
inherent difficulty and intellectual challenge. Plus, she wanted
to prove herself.
An adult helper in her elementary school's "specialist program" told Weaver she'd probably never graduate high school,
or college. Her learning disability and its implications impaled
her confidence until high school. Where, she insists, it eventually
mustered the motivation she needed to look beyond her disability
and protest for her future.
Fittingly, she noted some historical figures reputed to be
"Cher, Thomas Jefferson, Leonardo Da Vinci, Pablo Picasso—they all had learning disabilities," she explained.
Everyday inside the Learning Center, the disability specialist
at Seattle University, Richard Okamoto, works with students like
Weaver in order to prevent similar tribulations at SU.
On the wall ofhis office, hangs an autographed photograph of
the Mariners hardy catcher Dan Wilson, purchased at an auction
for a young life fundraiser.
Like Dan Wilson has been i
to Mariner's catching for
the past 11 years, Okamoto
has consistently caught for
the disadvantaged. Before
coming to Seattle University,
he worked for the learning
center at Seattle Pacific. In
addition, he has continuously
volunteered for organizations

supporting underprivileged
teens and adolescents.
At SU's learning center,
Okamoto's chief responsibility is assisting students with
I
disabilities.
"I am primarily responsible
for about 250 students and provide and arrange for accommodations on behalfofSeattle University, and those accommodations
could range from anywhere from sign language interpreters, or
note takers, or exams," he said sitting at his computer, sharing
the desk with various papers and a cup of herbal tea.
Okamoto also informs professors if they have students with
disabilities in class. Through campus mail, he sends them an
explanatory letter. Many of his students claim this initial contact simply makes the differencebetween festering failure and
bolstering survival.
"I get so much, you know, people look at me and go, 'You're
a decent guy, you can talk, you can keep up in class. And even
my philosophy teacher was like, 'You're a bright guy, you ask a
lot of questions, what's wrong with you?'" Chris Diler, a junior
finance major, said hunched over the table in the student center
on a cold rainy Saturday.
"No one understands. And you can't blame them either."
"Usually just about every professor, except for one, in my entire college experience, has been very, very understanding. And
when the people from the learning center contact them, I usually
get a lot better relationship with the teacher," he said in vindication of the assistance he receives from the learning center.
Ihler grew up in the Seattle area attending special education
throughout elementary school, even though he never figured
out why.
"When I was really young I was in special ed. and I didn't
really know why all I knew was that I was a little slower than
everyone else. I knew I had certain deficiencies such as spelling,
reading and writing. Those were my threemain deficiencies that
have stuck with me through the years. I basically avoided reading, or anything to do with those subjects altogether," he said.
Ihler claims he "acted out quite a bit" in high school and
eventually quit going. He found himself earning his diploma
through Job Corps, a private institution that offers skill training
.

-

"Well, say it's the first time they've had a sign language interpreter in their class, it's a little different when nobody is looking
at you and looking at the sign language interpreter," he said.
Students with disabilities don't ask for much. They want to be
treated like everyone else. But scientists, doctors and educators,
are learning that the human mind is as diverse as the body. And
it is Okamoto's job is to determine and establish a method that
abolishes the disparity for students with disabilities.
"The thing with students with learning disabilities is they
excel in certain areas but flat out flunk in other areas. Because
that's where their weakness is," Britt Neff, a graduate student
in the College of Education said.
"I've definitely filled in the wrong bubble on the wrong line

-

the Students of Disability

"Although the Learning Center helps, it doesn't take away
your disability. I'll take a test once in a while in there but
that still doesn't take away from the fact that everything is
tough and that taking tests will always be a difficult issue
for me regardless of how well I study, how much I know, or
jhow prepared I am."

the term disability, entail
a continuous struggle with /
confidence and determina,

Lindsay Herbst, a senior

Lindsay

Herbst,

symbolic processing disorder, a condition that makes
it difficult for her to retain immediate information.
"I forget things easily so it is really hard in class if the teachei
calls on me at random and I have to remember whatever on the
spot. It is a really tough time taking tests," she said next to hei
pile of notes and textbooks.
Doctors first diagnosed Herbst with her learning disability
when she attended high school. Even though her biology teachei
helped her study, she relentlessly failed tests, leaving her witr
dire grades.
"I was spending like 15 to 20 hours
a week studying for biology and it was
killing me. So my teacher noticed how
much I was studying and how poorly I
was doing on the test because we were
working together. And she could see
something wasn't clicking in my brain.
And so she suggested, finally, that I go
get tested," she said.
"So I went outside the school to get a
private assessment done. They gave me
the prognosis of the symbolic processing disorder."
After heaps of wasted effort, the
learning specialist relieved Herbst's
concerns. Something could be done to

senior

communication/Spanish major

•

before," she said referring to her own difficulties with standard-

ized tests.
"I feel like I have gotten everything out ofthe Learning Center
that I can get and now it is just up to me. They have really given
me a lot of support and ideas," Herbst said.
"In my situation it's really nice to have people that are constantly rooting for you because it is so easy to just loose faith
and want to give up. And by giving up, I mean dropping out,"
she added.
Britt Neff is studying to become a disability specialist, like
Okamoto, because she encounteredstrife throughout her youth.
Her experience with the learning center in college is part of
the motivation. She said at least one professor each year ofher
undergraduate sUidies at Smith College inNorthhampton, Mass.
resisted the assistance offered by the learning center.
"They didhave a learning center. I was not all that impressed
with their capabilities, which is part of the reason why I got
interested in this area," she said.
She noted most of her dissatisfaction resulted because the
disability coordinator at Smith College was part-time and lacked
the time to adequately assist students when they needed it.
Neff was diagnosed with a learning disability in the third
grade. Her teacher became suspicious because Neffcould read
well and maintained a good vocabulary but couldn't add or
subtract and had spelling problems.
"I was having a lot difficulty with visual/spatial things and that
other
have
3.0
but
math
I
concepts are one ofthose things. So I don't see something
areas. I
a
"I have to overcompensate in
would,"
similar, I don't see sequence," Neff said.
wherelike
a
4.0
student
Herbst
that
is
bust my butt to the point
said. I just have to overcompensate in every area because I
had
a lot of discrepancies between what I could do and
"I
what
couldn't
do. I was reading really well, had a good vocabuI
fail
practically
every test,"
my
it
doesn't
take
but
math
I couldn't add, I couldn't subtract and I
helps,
away
lary,
the
Center
"Although
Learning
had trouble spelling."
take
a
in
f
a
test
once
your disability. I'll
She is currently working
there but that still doesn't take
with Okamoto on a project
from the fact that everything is
that scans textbooks into a
and that taking tests will always
computer database. This
be a difficult issuefor me regardless of
process makes the texts
how well I study, how much I know,
available in alternative
or how prepared I am."
formats for students with
According to Okamoto, a standard
disabilities.
treatment for students with disabiliAccording to Okamoto,
ties is impossible. Students of many
these
electronic textbooks,
diverse learning disabilities attend
or
are one form out
e-texts,
Seattle University, but Okamoto deals
ofmany used to support his
with every one ofthem individually, on
students. Some computer
a case-by-case basis.
programs read the text for
"The aspect ofworking with college
auditory learners, others
students, which I enjoyed initially, was
type upon voice command
kind of doing a lot ofhuman problem
for those suffering from arsolving and assisting students. I very L
thritis and another enlarges
much get to do that withstudents with
disabilities. Often times, there is no set solution to anything, and the text for the visually impaired.
Neffsaid she does it to raise awareness. She wants instructors
so we kind ofcreate as we go," Okamoto said.
Okamoto's job is thekind that incorporates personal beliefs and peers to see beyond the disabilities ofstudents and recognize
their specialties.
and applies them with practicality.
"Even though your ideas might be great or you have a rea pinnacle wouldbe thatI've been an advocate
students when they're in difficulty, as well as educating ally good grasp on the field they're not going to see it they're
f the community," said Okamoto. "Most ofthe stuffthat gonna see what you can't do," she said. "We need to encourage
g with students is helping to clarify misunderstandings students to be their own advocates to really support students to
gain a sense of independence and autonomy."
i with faculty members, where a faculty member may
-

-

■in

■probably

-
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Poker equals next college campus trend
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
Imagine the sound of cards slapping together as they are shuffled.
The chips are stacked in front ofeach
player waiting to be played. The cards
are dealt and the eyes dart down,
merely flipping the cards to briefly
see the hand. "I'm in," everyone
chimes as they each place their bet
in the center.
The game isTexas Hold 'em—one
of the more commonly played versions ofpoker. It is a game which has
been around for a long time but has
only slowly become a trend, especially among college students.
While it's difficult to find the exact
starting point of this trend, the attention the game has drawn from the
media through such shows as "The
World Series ofPoker" and Bravo's
"Celebrity Poker Showdown," which
gives celebrities money to play with
(winnings ultimately go to charity)
and alcoholic beverages of their
choice, have added interest and energy to the growing trend.
"Newsßadio" alum Dave Foley
commentates along with Phil Gordon, poker expert, from inside the
"Loser's Lounge" where each celebrity goes after they lose. Each season
cumulates with a showdown of the
best from each episode —"Saturday
Night Live's Seth Myers and Maura
Tiemey from "ER" have been among
the ultimate winners.
Soon after theshow became popular, stores began carrying all the necessities foranyone to host their own
poker night. Most common was the

all-in-one box that gives people the
green felt, deck of cards, chips and
instructions. This kit could be found
at stores from Big Lots! to Borders,
and has made a great holiday present
for many people. A slew of books
were published along with the kit,
all dealing with the topic of poker,
from learning different versions of
poker strategies to mastering the Zen
of pokerplaying.
The trend has taken college campuses by storm. The occasional poker
game has turned into a weekly or
sometimes nightly, event. In Bellarmine Hall there is a group that
meets Thursday nights around 8 p.m.
and plays into the early hours of the
morning. There is another group
of students who play in Xavier's
lobby every night and they have
been observed playing until three in
the morning.
The university has also cashed in
on the trend. The Student Events and
Activities Council (SEAC) sponsored
two tournaments in the last year and
plans on having a third in the spring.
The most recent tournament was this
past December in which there was a
fairly large turn out of approximately
80 people. The original cut-off had
been 70,but so many students wanted
to play that they had to start a waiting list.
"There is no buy-in (i.e. it is a free
game, but you can still win money).
Players are all given a bag of chips,
totaling the same amount upon
signing in at the beginning of the
tournament," explained Late Night
Co-Chair Gina Corsiglia, sophomore
non-profit major. "There are betting

-20 minutes (the blind
system forces players to
bet a certain amount during the ante thus moving
the game along faster),
and people have to go
all in to lose. We have 10
round tables with seven
people at each table.

and then the three people
move to other tables.
This continues until there
are eight people left; then
that group moves to the
"winners" table where
they play until there is
one winner,"
Michael
"There is one grand deck in
prize of $200, but we
let the last three players
decide whether or not to split the
pot three ways or have one winner.
Typically everyone agrees to split the
pot, in which case first place receives
$
125, second gets $50 and third gets
$25," Corsiglia continued.
The winner ofthe most recent tournament, Josh Lipps, senior accounting major, is an avid poker player.
"I enjoy playing poker because,
in my opinion, it is one of the only
ways to gamble and have control
over whether you win or lose. There
is a lot ofluck involved in winning a
tournament, but at the same time you
can decide when to play and when to
sit out," he explained. If you don't
like your cards you can throw them
away, or you can bluff and try to
make your opponents think you have

Photo by Joe Anchondo

Baldwin, freshman journalism major, shuffles the
preparation for another round of Texas Hold 'em.
great cards when you don't. Poker is
just an exciting game to me."
Lipps participated in the tournament to prove to himself that he
could make it farther than he did in
the tournament in the spring.
"It was pretty cool to win the
SEAC tournament because it was the
first tournament I have ever won, besides ones with friends," said Lipps.
"It made me want to go out and play
a lot more tournament poker, which
I did over Christmas break. Then I
found out that I have a lotof work to
do if I want to be a real good tournament player."
For those students who want to
participate in a tournament but do not
have the time to sit down and play
all at once there is an online college
poker championship at www.colleg-

epokerchampionship.com.sponsored
by the Royal Vegas Casino. As long
as a person is enrolled in an institute
of higher education, he or she can
participate. The tournament runs
over an eight-month time span and
awards scholarships to each week's
winners. The top 20 percent of the
players in the playoffs will get to
compete in the final round at the end
of May. Anyone who places between
Ist and 80th place will receive some
amount of scholarship money. Also,
first through tenth place gets to des*
ignate which charities shouldreceive
$10,000.

Only time will tell whether poker
will continue to grow and become
America's new favorite pastime or if
it will sizzle out like the way ofpogs
and rollerblading.

Another life: A glimpse into the life of a Jesuit
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
"What are you going to do with your one wild, precious
life?" asks the pamphlet for the Society of Jesus. Seattle University is home to a number of Jesuits —priests and brothers
with the particular mission of providing support to the poor
and involvement in the larger Seattle community.
The Society of Jesus was founded in 1540by St. Ignatius of
Loyola, who sought to "serve the Lord alone and his church
under the Vicar ofChrist on earth." Jesuits have always held
positions in society as professors, doctors, lawyers, writers
and any other profession you can think of. Jesuits are drawn
"to places where the need of the Church is the greatest." They

Father Jack Bentz, SJ

Photo by Joe Anchondo

from there about half of the men make it through the whole
can be found in most places across the world.
vocational
director
here
at
SU.
process." Father Jack said. "It's a lot like divorce rates here,
Father Jack Bentz, SJ, is
for
theater
and
directing. because committing yourself to this is a lot like entering a
He is a young Jesuit with a passion
his
office
Jack
counsels
and marriage."
in Campus Ministry, Fr.
From
directs students here who are considering a life of devotion
Once a Jesuit, Father Jack says "we actually share our lives
with each other... I live with 28 other Jesuits here on campus,
to God.
"Men and women are responding to a differentkind ofcall and we share the good, the bad, the challenging but it is all
now," he says. "[They] are really generous and excited about usually very interesting, and very rich."
Father Jack says he chose the Jesuits because "I really
giving their life to something that makes sense."
The service program at SU plunges itself into devotion wanted to be somewhere I could work as an actor or perand service to the poor across the world. Students participate former, and still be a Jesuit. They think God puts skills and
in service learning projects designed to broaden their scope gifts in a person and they are there for a reason. They can use
and compassion towards others, whether it is in a homeless them in service to other people."
shelter on Broadway or a hospital in Calcutta.
You do not have to major in theology to express interest
The Society of Jesus in the Oregon Province is composed in joining a religious order. Many become active in Campus
of Jesuits residing in Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho Ministry or other service learning as a way to explore their
and Montana. They are connected to Zambia-Malawi and devotion to their faith. Father Jack has an office in Campus
the Province of Colombia, and work to provide relief and Ministry and says he is always willing to meet new people
who express an interest in deepening their faiths.
support for the impoverished there.
students
on
a
retreat
or
travel
abroad
a
serStudents who are interested in a life of prayer are encourin
"[Many]
go
vice learning trip, and they come back thinking, 'wow, that aged to pursue other options before giving themselves fully
was a really great kind of work,' and they start to seriously to an order.
"Continue to listen, to pray, but continue to listen to and
consider a life devoted to it," Father Jack observed. "They
articulate whatmakes you want to be a priest. Ask yourself, is
want to affect systematic change in society."
Becoming a Jesuit is a rigorous process that takes serious that just my mom's voice? Is that what I actually want to do?
commitment. The minimum requirements are to be a male Live in the world for a while and figure things out, date... see
Roman Catholic for at least three years, be active in his parish if this is what you'd like to pursue." Father Jack said.
and capable of completing advanced academic studies.
He went on further to emphasize that most people who
The application process is an intense evaluation ofcharacchose to dedicate themselves to religion do not here a magical
call from God. "I took a long break from [wanting to become a
ter. It includes a written autobiography, letters of recommendation, Jesuit interviews, a medical exam and psychological priest] for about 15 years, all the way through college because
evaluation.
I was really interested in performing and becoming an actor.
his
first-two
Then
Once decided upon this path, the man spends
I realized I was doing project after project, and I was
Novitiate,
as
a
where
he
takes
vows
of
years
poverty, chastity thinking, 'now how do I make my life make sense around
and obedience in preparation for his ordination. He can do this this desire for community building?"
Dedication to a life of chastity and obedience is a momeneither as a Jesuit brother or as a scholar. On average it takes
about nine years to finish the schooling that is involved- a tous decision and one that cannot be taken lightly. It is not a
Jesuit holds a masters degree in both theology and philosophy, path for everyone, and there are many ways to be active in the
Church without being a priest. The importance is to realize
and many pursue other degrees along the way.
the option is out there and available for further exploration,
"About 100 to 150 men per year become seriously interested in the Jesuits; about six to eight enter the process, and and there is support available along the way.
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Road games continue to trouble women
Women 0-7 on the road
this season
Becky Lee
Guest Writer
freshmen,
Despite strong play from
and a season high 32 points from Kristen
Connolly, the women's basketball team remains winless on the road.
In two nail-biting finishes, Dan Kriley, the
women's head coach, almost received his first
road win with the Redhawks, but turnovers
and trouble with rebounding cost the women
the games.
"Downfalls for our team are our unforced
turnovers and also our rebounding/ blocking
out. If we could get these down we wouldn't
be losing these games." Kriley said at practice
on Tuesday.
The Redhawks played St. Martin's on Jan.
20 and showed that they can play with the
best of the conference. They lost to the third
two
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CONFERENCE

Men's Standings

W-L

Pet

SeattlePacific

6-1

.857

Western Washington

5-2

.714

1

Alaska Fairbanks

5-3

.625

Western Oregon

4-3

.571

Central Washington

4-3

.571

Saint Martin's

4-3

.571

place Saint's by a mere six points, 74-68.
Freshman forward Laina Sobczak continued to perform for the Redhawks on both
sides of the court. She led the team with 22
points.

See Women, page 11

W-L

Pet

L-10

14-3

.824

9-1

13-3

.813

7-3

1.5

11-6

.647

7-3

2

10-6

.625

7-3

2

8-8

.500

6-4

2

7-9

.438

3-7

GB
-

Humboldt State

3-4

.429

3

11-5

.688

7-3

2-5

.286

4

8-8

.500

6-4

Alaska Anchorage

2-6

.250

4.5

8-9

.471

6-4

Seattle V.

1-6

.143

5

6-10

.375

3-7

Men's individual Leaders
Scoring

cl

G

FG

3FG

FT

Lance Den Boa CWU

So

7

53

26

37

Sγ

S

65

20

41

NikoNunogawa

Jr

6

53

2

Jr

7

SI

22

Jr

5

33

7

Rebounding

Cl

G

OFF

DEF

TOT

A^G

Kyle Boast - CWU

Sγ

7

24

57

81

11.6

Kevin Johnson - HSU

So

7

25

47

72

10.3

Tyler Amaya-WWU

Jr

7

17

51

68

9.7

Jason Olivers SPU

Jr

17

48

65

9.3

Jeff McDaniel

Jr

26

36

62

5.9

-

Bernard Seals
Ryan Diggs

-

SU

-

WWU

-

SU

-

The women beat W. Oregon last week, pictured
here, but lost its last two road games.

Short-handed men
lose to Crusaders
Roster depleted from suspensions
Katie Musselman
Staff Writer
A significantly handicapped Redhawks line-up forced the five starters to
play nearly the entire game in a 74-67
loss to the Northwest Nazarene Crusaders last Saturday.
The absence of half the team was the
key difference in the game. Five players, including freshman forward Ryan
Coldren, junior guard Sean Namanny,
freshman point guard Shaun Burl, sophomore point guard Ryan Webb and junior
guard Keith Nelson were suspended for
violating athletic department policy.
"The last game we had our whole team,
this game we had halfof our team. When
we don't have all of our weapons, we
had to slow it down, we couldn't really
play the way we did against Humboldt,"
senior guard Bim Makinde said.
The Redhawks have been suffering
from an inconsistent roster all quarter.
From injuries to player suspensions,
head coach Joe Callero has had to call
in players from previous seasons to fill
the bench.
"We don't have every player every
game, and any time we try to get any momentum, another obstacle comes and just
brings us down," Makinde said. "That's
probably one of the reasons why our
record isn't that good is because we've
had to overcome so much."
Due to the shortage of players during
the Nazarene game, players were put
into different positions and played more
minutes than usual. Junior guard Bernard
Seals, playing with a sprained ankle, shot
0-for- 11 from the three-point line, yet the
Photo by William Hurd

Senior guard Bim Makinde drives into the lane. He
led the team with 26 points against the Crusaders.
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Women's Standings

W-L

Pet

Seattle Pacific

7-0

1.000

Western Washington

7-0

1.000

Saint Martin's

5-2

.714

Central Washington

4-3

Alaska Fairbanks

4-3

Alaska Anchorage

OVERALL
W-L

Pet

L-10

15-1

.938

10-0

15-1

.938

10-0

2

11-4

.733

6-4

.571

3

11-5

.688

5-5

.571

3

8-8

.500

5-5

2-5

.286

5

7-9

.438

4-6

Seattle U.

2-5

.286

5

7-9

.438

4-6

Northwest Nazarene

2-5

.286

5

6-10

.375

2-8

Humboldt State

2-6

.250

5.5

5-12

.294

2-8

Western Oregon

1-7

.125

6

4-11

.267

1-9
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-
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7
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SMC
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7
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23

17

124

17.7

Wood • SPU

Jr

5

34

13

7

88

17.6

7. Krislen ConnoUy -SU

Sr

5

33

10

7

S3

16.6

Rebounding
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°

OFF

DEF

TOT

Jr

7

30

42

72

10 3
9.4

Kanikovj. SMC

Belli Laylon
Mandy

Carli Sniilh

-

-

SPU

3

NNU

So

7

26

40

66

Shannon Talbotl • WOU

Sr

8

18

51

69

8.6

Martina Kjrtikova SMC

Sr

7

21

39

60

8 6

Sr

7

19

40

59

8.4

Sr

5

5

26

30
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■

-
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Sr

7

33

4.71

Beth Layton

Jr

7

30

4.29

Sr

S

14

2.8

Assists
Christa Wilson

UAA

-

Denisha McCoy

-

-

-

SMC

11. Thersia Busch

7.0

Men's Notes
Seattle was 0-for-14 from three-point range with one minute to go in the
game before Bim Makinde ended the game with two. The team finished
2-for-17 from the arc, the team's season low at 11.7 percent.
After opening the season with 2 home wins, Seattle is 1-4 including
•

•

three consecutive losses.
Sophomore point guard Ryan Webb, junior guard Sean Namanny and
freshman point guard Shaun Burl are expected to return to the line-up following a one game suspension.
•

Women's notes
•

The women's 7-9 overall record contains a 6-1 home record and a 0-7

on the road.

Seattle is allowing 56.6 points per game at home but 70.9 on the road.
The Redhawks are also out-rebounding their opponents by 2.1 per game
at the Connolly Center, but are getting out-rebounded by nearly eight per
game on the road.
•

See Men's hoops, page 11
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Home Doubleheaders

Sat. Jan. 29
Women @ 5 p.m.
Men @ 7 p.m.

OVERALL

Northwest Nazarene

Assists

Thurs. Jan. 27
Women @ 5:30 p.m.
Men @ 7:30 p.m.
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Swim team defeats Whitworth

Champions
finish college
before going
pro
-

sports commentary

William Hurd
Photo Editor

rhoto by Kyle bmitn

The men's and women's swim teams beat Whitworth but lost to Simon Frasier last Saturday.
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
Two SU swimmers each won a pair of
events last Saturday at the final home meet
of the season, while the men's and women's
teams split the meet, defeating Whitworth
and falling to Simon Frasier.

Lindsey Gall, sophomore medical technology major, won the 50 freestyle with a season
best 24.39 and followed with another season
best in the 100 butterfly in 58.38, over two
seconds faster than her competitors.
"I knew I had to stay relaxed and strong and
that's what carried me through the race," she
said ofher second race. "With the number of

things I can fix in my races, I have no doubt
that I'll qualify for nationals in both the 50
free and 100 fly at conference."
Gall's time in the 50 freestyle was only 0,2
seconds offthe qualifying time for the NCAA
Division II national meet. The last chance to
qualify for the meet is at the Conference meet
in three weeks.
Chris Coley, freshman psychology/philosophy major, won his first race, the 200 freestyle, in 1:45.71. He finished the afternoon
two seconds ahead of his closest competitor
in the 100 butterfly, an event in which he
already qualified for nationals.

"I felt confident that I performed to the best
of my abilities... Before I swam I relied on
the team to pump me up and get ready to win,
without them I couldn't have done anything
or overcome my shoulder injuries or simply
being exhausted," Coley said.
The meet was also senior day for the Redhawks, the seniors displayed mixedemotions
when they were recognized for
their accomplishments.
"I was both very excited and sad
about racing at Connolly Center
for the last time in my collegiate
career," said senior captain Jonny
Bartsch, diagnostic ultrasound
"I thought my team, men and
women, did an outstanding job
of racing this weekend," Bartsch
added, notching his own second
place finish in the 100 backstroke
in 53.84.
Junior Corigan Bemis won the
100 backstroke in 53.55, the only
Redhawk other than Gall and
Coley to win an event Saturday.
Redhawks take off in three
s for Long Beach, Calif, for
acific Coast Swimming Conce Championships.

Ie

Both teams have reason to go into the meet
with confidence, as many of Saturday's times
were season bests.
"With the feedback from the team and
coaches, I'm excited and confident that
everything will come together," Gall said of
the conference meet. "Plus, our relays have a
solid shot at qualifying for nationals."

Photo by Kyle Smith

Sophomore Megan Stanley in the 100
butterfly at the Connolly Center.

Men's hoops,, from page 10
previous weekend, he hit 7-of-14.
"We moved Bernard Seals to the point guard position, and he is one
of the better shooters I've ever coached in 18 years. The other night
at Humboldt he had 24 points in the first halfbut didn't play the last
16 minutes of the game with a sprained ankle," Callero said.
"I think that his timing and his conditioning and his health were
minimal due to the injury," he added.
In addition, Callero noted that he kept four players in the game for
40 minutes, including Seals. This put an even heavier strain on the
team's performance and diminished any chance for a comeback.
With so many players off the roster, the team also faced difficulty
shutting down Nazarene's big man Daniel Nyom, who scored 17

points on 6-for-10 shooting.
"He is by far their most consistent, best offensive player, very difficult to guard. He's 6' 10", he's got an array of moves, he can post
up, he can hit the 15 footer or the three- pointer. He is one of the best
scorers in the league," Callero said.
"He's going to get shots, and we triedto do our best to limit them,"
Makinde admitted.
Makinde made the only two three-pointers late in the game and
led the team with 26 points.
Northwest Nazarene, however, scored eight three-pointers, easily
giving them the 18 points needed to win the game.

Womeni, from page 10
Freshman point guard Jackie Thomas worked the defensive end of
the court taking seven steals. With full court pressure for the entire
game the Redhawks finished with 14 steals and forced 20 turnovers.
But the Saint's forced 20 turnovers as well and out-rebounded the
Redhawks 36 to 29.
"Abig problem we have is the inconsistency from half to half, we
talk about what we need to work on in the next half but once they
get out there and play they forget about what they were doing right
in the first half," Kriley said.
Senior guard Kristen Connolly scored 17, going 4-of-6 from behind
the arc against Saint Martin's, and continued with a huge Saturday
night scoring 32 points.
"I've never seen a better women's basketball game shooting wise

than I did on Saturday night from Kristen," Kriley said.
But the women lost by four points again, this time to Northwest
Nazarene 73-69. The Redhawks are now 0-7 on the road this season.
The women's basketball team hasn't won a road game since January 31, 2004. In addition to their starters, Thresia Busch scored 13
points, and had the game high with nine rebounds and six assists off
the bench against the Saint's. She matched her 13points on Saturday
against NNU, and added seven rebounds and four assists.
For now, the team will have to wait to win on the road. Kriley
wants them to take it one game at a time.
"We separate each game from the rest, not thinking about the past
only looking forward," Kriley said.

Think about Matt Lienart USC's Heisman
Trophy winning quarterback. He is coming off leading USC to two straight NCAA
division I National Championships. He just
won the Heisman Trophy, as the best college
football player in the country.
NFL scouts had him tabbed as the number
one overall draft choice in the April draft.
But he made a decison that could ultimately
make or break him. He chose to come back
to USC and lead them to a third consecutive
national championship. With this decision he
turned down millions of dollars and a first
round choice.
The consensus among scouts had Leinart
dubbed the top quarterback if he were to enter
the NFL draft. Now he goes through a grueling season where the risk of injury or a subpar
season could cost him millions of dollars.
But he has the intangibles to be a great
quarterback. There are things that can't be
measured in statistics or physical attributes.
USC was placed as the underdog in the
National Championship game against the
University of Oklahoma. He came out and
dominated the highly touted Oklahoma defense, throwing an Orange Bowl record five
touchdowns.
It never hurts to go back for another year.
Critics say that he has nothing left to prove.
But the thought of being the only quarterback
to win three consecutive national championships is more than rewarding. Look at past
instances like Peyton Manning.
Manning stayed at the University ofTennessee for all four years and he still was the
number one overall choice in the 1998NFL
Draft. After his junior year their was talk of
him being the top draft pick but he chose to
come back for a shot at a national championship and the Heisman trophy.
Think of Nate Robinson, the University
ofWashington's little-big man, who decided
that another year of playing college basketball would benefit him. There is even talk of
this being UW's first final four team since the
19505.Another year benefits Nate Robinson.
If the scouts believe he is as good as he is then
the NBA will be waiting for him in June.
Then look at other people who declare
early and how it effected their game. Ryan
Leaf had the option of coming back to Washington State for his last year but he declared
for the draft.
Had he waited another year, it would have
increased his maturity level. Instead he was
drafted by the San Diego Chargers and is now
one of the worst draft picks in NFL history.
Another year of college football could have
benefited Leaf. Instead the money enticed
him enough to leave WSU early.
There is a no right or wrong decision when
choosing to stay or go. Factors play into
a person's decision. A lot of players who
declare for the NBA draft are in situations
where they want to help their family out by
receiving an NBA salary. The same goes for
some players who declare for the NFL draft.
They want to assist their family. In Leinart's
situation, he really didn't need to declare for
the NFL draft.
Now comes the pressure of leading USC to
a third straight national championship. If he
can do this then he might be recognized as the
greatest college football quarterback ever.
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Seattle Boutiques for Students on any budget
Katie Musselman
Staff Writer

styles and price points alike, with Le Tigre
track jackets to screen tees. Their accessories
are awesome bargains, with earrings ranging
under ten dollars.

Student Shopping Duhs
1. The Nordstrom Rack-1601 2° dAve
The best Nordstrom Rack in the Northwest currently resides here in Seattle. It is
especially great for finding awesome deals
on shoes, many of which are currently sold
in Nordstrom. Another plus—they have
everything. Even random things not sold in
Nordstrom such as hair products and luggage.
Take advantage of it.

Mercer- University Village
W
$$$

This boutique, for those who don't mind
paying more, is a style mecca in the U village. A very posh interior makes for a high
end shopping atmosphere. It has a little of
what every girl needs, from Splendid and
Michael Stars tees to a great selection of jeans
and cords by Seven for All Mankind, Blue
Cult, True Religion, and more. Their spring
selection is starting to trickle in, with pleated
skirts, and bright pastel colored tops.

2. Urban Outfitters-401 Broadway
Always a good place to pick up unique
pieces for guys and girls, while remaining at
overall low price points for student budgets.
My favorites right now are sequin and lace
tank tops, and vintage tees with funny sayings for guys.

Lan- 401 E Pine Street, 1919 Second
Avenue
M/W

3. Value Village- 1525 11 th Ave
A five-minute walk from campus the

Photo by Katie Musselman

Capital Hill Value Village is surprisingly
cheap and not picked over. Everything from
bicycles, art, blenders, to any kind ofclothes
you might desire can be found on three floors
packed full of ever changing inventory, and
the late hours (until 9 or 10 p.m.) make shopping easy for overworked students.

Aprie, a clothing boutique, opened recently at 316 Broadway
Avenue East across from the Broadway Market complex.

The Powder Room- 101 Stewart St,
downtown; 4536 University Way NE, on
the Ave in the U district

For those who are tired of shopping at
the same chain stores, here is a list of some
hidden clothing shops in Seattle that have
been tried and tested for their selection and
style. Each has a different appeal, from
vintage scores to posh trends, for both guys
and girls.

W
$

This is a great place to pick up the season's

trends, as well as a few basics, without spending too much. Prices are low so that you can
relax about wearing it out. An additional
plus —its organized by color, so finding individual pieces is easy, and is aesthetically
appealing for those picky shoppers.

Price range: S- low $$-moderate $$$-up
there

M= sells men's cloths
W= sells women's cloths

Pitaya- 4520 University Way NE
W

Moksha- 4542 University Way NE
MAV

$

This little boutique is a favorite of students for its style (comparable to Bebe or
Nordstrom) at reasonable prices. A variety
of tops and bottoms, this store has a little bit
of everything, and is organized by color as
well. My favorites included a white tweed
blazer by Doki Geki, and beaded tank tops
for going out. The best time to frequent this
shop is when the new shipments arrive, as
the good stuff goes fast.

$

Located on the Ave in the U District, this
small boutique is a jem. Its bohemian atmosphere houses the unique and edgy selection
of clothes and accessories for guys and girls.
The style of their selection is a combination
of things that look as though they hail from
Urban Outfitters, and yet have a slightly
glam edge.

TBC-1623 Second Ave., downtown
W

The Shop 500 E. Pine st.
M/W

This one-of-a-kind boutique located next
door to the Nordstrom Rack downtown sells
designer labels majorly discounted (up to 50
percent off). From Le Tigre polos to Seven
For All Mankind Jeans (for $60-$7O), they
have a little bit of everything at what would
be sale prices at any other store.
Atlas Clothing Co.-1515 Broadway
MAV

$-$$

The carefully selected vintage merchandise
at The Shop is hand picked for quality and exceptional condition. Displaying local art work
and providing a casual atmosphere for some
of the best vintage shopping in Seattle The
Shop is a necessary stop on your way down
Pine St. Notable items are cute 70's boots in
larger sizes for the ladies and perfectly faded
Wranglers for the men.

$$

This small store located one block north
of QFC on Broadway sells a unique combination of vintage and new trends. From
pink Fred Perry zip ups to vintage cowboy
boots and funky belts, this store has a little
of everything.

Aprie- 316 Broadway Ave E.
W
$-$$

Located at the otherend of Broadway from
campus, this boutique houses a variety of

Lipstick Traces 303 E. Pine st
M/W

All the accessories and basics a fancy
girl or boy needs, Lipstick Traces provides
Capital Hill with drool- worthy merchandise
from popular independent designers and artists. From imported toothpaste to hand sewn
purses to unique stationary the new location
(next to Bauhaus Coffee) provides shoppers
with a delightful buying experience.

Recommended Upcoming Events

Individual artists who reside in Washington State are encouraged to apply to
the 2005 GAP(Grants for Artist Projects)
Program.

In Seattle from Thursday Jan 27 to Friday Feb 4.

Thursday, Jan. 27: Daniel Higgs
Artist Trust's GAP Program provides
frontman performs selections
Lungfish
for
individual
artist
support
projects by
from
his
Jew's
harp improv album on lan
$1,400
to
for
includawarding up
projects
Northern
Liberties label. PerMacKaye's
the
or
ing
development, completion presenforming at the new Capitol Hill art space.
tation of new work.
Gallery 1412,1412 18thAve., 206-322-1533,
The GAPProgram is open to artists working in ALL creative disciplines including •8 p.m. $5-$ 15
visual, performing, literary, media and
Saturday, Jan. 29:
emerging/cross-disciplinary arts. AppliJazz in January Seattle Women's Jazz
cants must be residents of Washington State
Orchestra featuring Greta Matassa
but cannot be a graduate or undergraduate
Take in the dazzling sounds of jazz artists.
student enrolled in a degree program.
Vocalist
Greta Matassa has earned acclaim
A multidisciplinary peer review panel
four
times
from Seattle's Earshot Jazz as the
of artists and art professionals from across
Northwest's
best jazz vocalist.
Washington State selects GAP recipients.
members
and students. $7 public
$5
The panel's selections are based foremost
8
p.m.
work
on the artistic excellence ofan artist's
Level 3 SFM
as represented in their application.
•

•

•

•

•

•

metal, with wailing guitars and the harshest

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

OTEP
The eponymous vocalist of this band calls
herself "a conductor," whom things "just
flow through." Her band the darkest of death-

Friday, Feb. 4:

of vocals.

Catwalk, 7 p.m. $13 adv./$l5

Comedy ofEros IV: I'm with Cupid
Northwest Actors Studio Cabaret Space
(1100 E. Pike St., 3rd Floor), Friday/Saturday February 4,5,11 & 12 at 10:30 p.m. &
Sunday /Monday February 13 & 14 at 8:00*
p.m. Tickets: $12 can be purchased at Ticketwindowonline.com (or call (206)324-2744).«
Our reservation line is (425)830-5063.
•

«

Sunday, Jan 30: Firesign Comedy
Group
The Moore Theatre
7:00 p.m.
$25.00 $35.00
-

-

GAP Applications and Guidelines are
available from Artist Trust on the Artist
Trust website located at www.artisttrust.
org

The Pine Street location is only for the
guys, however the main location downtown
houses a selection for both guys and girls.
This is an awesome place to find trendy
threads for guys, and is the best for finding the
up and coming denim lines. Their top denim
sellers are Notify, Seven for All Mankind,
and True Religion

Tuesday, Feb. 1:
Dance Theatre of Harlem Benefit Reception February Ist at 7 pmParamount Theatre
Grand Lobby, 911 Pine Street, Seattle.
Tickets are on sale now for $20 at The
Paramount Box Office (M F, 10 a.m. 6
p.m.), The MooreTheatre Box Office (T- F,
11 a.m. 6 p.m.), by calling (206) 292-ARTS,
or online at www.theparamount.com.
-

-

-

Thursday, Feb. 3:

#

•

Future Visions

-

Readings

+

Films Win-*

ter 05 The Brother from Another Planet*

(film screening)
John Sayles wrote and directed this contemplative comedy about an escaped alien
slave who takes refuge on Earth. Encounter-*
ing humans from all walks of life, he gives*
us an outside perspective on who we really»
are. With special Guest Host.
$4 members. $6 public.
7 p.m.
JBL Theater

»

*

Art Walk

•
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Where everybody knows your name: The
Fargonian Coffeehouse a friendly place to be
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer

made with a real espresso machine, the kind

The Fargonian Coffeehouse feels like a
scene from the TV show Cheers.
Walk in the door more than once and you're
greeted with a familiar smile. Introduce yourself, and yes, everyone knows your name. It
doesn't take long until you're ordering "the
usual" rather than an "extra foamy, double
tall latte."
Tucked away between 23 ~1 and 24 lh streets
on Madison St., the Fargonian is a nice respite
from the outside world. It is somewhere to
escape, both literally and figuratively. The
rest ofMadison St. is busy, but walking into
the Fargonian is like walking into a corner
of your own quiet world. The door closes
behind you to a busy street, a busy world,
and a busy life.
Nervous tension is remedied with a fresh
cup of joe, which, by the way, is organic. The
foam is always justright, and the big mug and
saucer it is served on makes Martha Stewart
look like an amateur.
All of the Tea is organic as well, and you
can mix your own teabags (peppermint and

drinkers, this is
the real deal.
Each steaming
cup needs only
to be supplemented with
a biscotti, and
it's like being
in caffeinated
heaven.
While the
drinks are delectable, the
food is even
Six dollars
buys a grilled
foccacia bread
sandwich, which is enough for two. There's
plenty to choose from and you can't go
wrong.
One of the best items on the menu is the
breakfast sandwich, with steamed eggs,
spinach and tomato. They make their own

pesto-mayo spread; a condiment so good
make sure to ask for extra!
There are a plethora of choices to satisfy the sweet palate
as well. Fruit-filled
desserts and savory
crepes are made fresh

served are from the
Essential Bakery, a localCafe/Bakery which
is known as one of the
best in Seattle. That
means they are guaranteed tasty and usually organic.

nian are the fake, bubbly baristas and the
mechanical "would
you like a pastry with
that?" The fixed smiles that are so common at
corporate coffee shops are traded for genuine
ones that come only when baristas invest
more into their work than their time. Even
better, you are not accosted with a million different offers for music services or gift cards,

there is a reason you came here instead of
Tully's or Starbucks and they respect that.
When so much energy is devoted to
maintaining a small business, it does not go
unnoticed. When you order a drink at the
Fargonian, it is not made for one of a million
faceless customers, it is made for you. This
sincerity is not common in other places, and
it is what brings people back the Fargonian
day after day. Someone once told me that
a person's character is not defined by what
they say; it is how they make you feel. Few
statements are truer, and everything should
be held to the same esteem.
The Fargonian welcomes a diverse crowd,
but everyone feels good inside. From the
business man on his laptop (free WI-FI!) to
the construction worker on a lunch break,
something draws people in everyday.
The coffee is great, but there is something
else that has people coming back. Nothing
says more about a coffeehouse than the regulars who won't go anywhere else.
So take a walk down Madison, it is just a
few blocks past the new Safeway. Stop in to
the Fargonian, sit down and relax with a cup
of coffee and a crepe. You may never want
to go anywhere else.

Top Ten: Real World Seasons, from
watching these people crumble to pieces
about news that had happened six months
ago and were just now starting to move on

Megan Peter
Staff Writer

from. But not to detract from the events, but

What happens when seven strangers are
picked to live in house and have their lives
taped to find out what happens when people
stop being polite and start being real?
You get the first and longest running reality television show. MTV's the Real World
has been around for 15 seasons and shows
no signs of going away, thus this week I am
going to list the Top Ten Real World seasons
and their best moments.

10. Boston: Bean Town, that is about all I
can say for this season. I just needed to pick
one more season, because apparently I am not
as versed on 10 seasons like I hoped I had.
Although, I do remember most of the characters from the dozens of Real World/Road
Rules challenges that they have been on.
9. Las Vegas: Honestly, the only things
remember
from this season is constant
I
and
partying
clubbing the cast members did,
the little work that actually went on, and
"Trash"elle. Oops, I'm sorry that's all the
cast mates can remember also.

season...

8. Philadelphia: Ahh, the current
what can I say I am addicted. Although there
is definitely more hype than action on this
season, it is never the less entertaining. But
honestly, the only reason I became hooked
on it was that Willie, was a former child star.
To me, the fact that he was on "Ghostwriter"
(as Hector), a show I grew up with, makes
watching this season worth it.

7. Chicago: While an avid watcher of this
season, the moment that sticks out in my
mind is when the cast had to be informed of
the events that occurred on 9/11. Since MTV
does not allow the cast members to watch TV
(that is why none of the houses have them)
or read the newspaper, keeping them isolated
from the world, a TV had to be brought in
to show the cast what had happened. It was
devastating to watch because you sat ther

another great moment of the show was Tanya,
who brought our own Walla Walla into the
spotlight.
6.Miami: There was something always
endearing about Dan and the fact that he
has made a career out of being on the show.
It is the infamous shower incident that will
forever put Miami in the MTV history books.
The shower incident was when Dan tried to
shove Sarah into a window to spy on another
cast member who was in the shower with another person. But Sarah got stuck because of
her chest and ended up breaking the window.
I believe she was even stuck for a moment.

5. New Orleans: This season launched
the 15 minutes offame for Julie, the Mormon
from Brigham Young University, whose family disapproved of her not only living in a
house with boys, but one of them being gay.
I'm sure the constant flow ofalcohol was not
something they approved ofeither. Julie later
went on to tell her story in many teen magazines and explain why she did all that she did.
Next stop, Where Are They Now?

4. San Francisco: One word: Puck. "Two
wheels good, four wheels bad." For those of
you who don't remember who Puck was, he
was the bike messenger who was just rude
and disgusting and whom I believe was the
first person to get kicked off a show. But the
more memorable person from that season
should be Pedro. Pedro was gay who also
had HIV/AIDS. It was because of him that
the show received a large amount of attention. It was a sad to hear of Pedro's dying a
few years later.
3. Hawaii: What happens when you put
seven strangers in a house on the North
Shore? Everything! You have Ruthie and Tek
who set the Real World record for being naked the quickest on any season. Which leads
into the obvious next story line of Ruthie's
alcoholism and the time she was drunk driv-

ing (appropriate production intervention
occured). But I must say the coolest part of
the show was the island. I mean come on, if
you were going to be on RealWorld wouldn't
you want to be in paradise?

2. San Diego: The season that gave us the
phrase "Too punk rock for this" via Frankie.
It was definately Frankie who fueled the
drama on the show, from her problem with
cutting to Adam a.k.a creepy, stalker boy.
Although I do believe that the best part of the
show EVER was Robin and Brad getting put
into jail on the same night at the same time
and not knowing it! Hearing Robin's drunk-

I

j

1| M
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en/sobbing message and Jacquese walking
around the house chanting "Free Brad."
1. Seattle: Well it is almost a given that I
would pick this as my number one, but really

I liked it even before I had even heard of the
school. But seriously, how could we forget
Irene and her birthday cake with ketchup
frosting? Or when her lyme disease made
her leave the show and Stephen slapped her
across the face as his form of good-bye? It
was a season that had all elements of a good
show: someone left, violence, affairs and of
course the comical scene where Janet smoked
a cigarette while climbing Mount Everest.

For information contact:

Wf.ffiL'i ii

Patricia Valdes.MSW
(509) 359-6772
(800) 861 -7795

pvaldes@mail.ewu.edu

ffijjiS

Web site: sswhs.ewu.edu
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PART-TIME POSITION
with small downtown internet company. Looking for
someone who is energetic,
self-motivated, and possesses strong verbal and written

Panic Attacks?
Do you experience sudden
panic attacks, intense fear,
racing heart, chest pain, etc?
Not taking antidepressants,
Qualified research subjects,
18+ can receive free treatment and compensation for
participating in our University of Washington brain...

communication skills. Web
proficient. Animal Lover.
Please email resume to

jobs@emontage.net

Summit

£&A ROCKS:

TV,

Help Wanted
Volunteers
Services
For Rent
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Step1 into an oasis. From
$590. $100 off move-in...
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ACCESS TO OVER 27 MILLION ITEMS:

FAST:

For more information, visit the Lemieux Library's home page at
httpiiVwww.seattleu.edu/lemlib or the Law Library's catalog page
at httpc/AAiww.laMr.seattleu.edu/library/research/catalog.
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I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I dont
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of t995.
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.
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from George Fox

University

Master of Arts in Counseling
faster of Arts in Marriage and Family Therapy
Masler of Arts in Sch ol Counseling
Master of science in School Psychology
Certificate programs available
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Be a part of the tradition of leadership,
have fun, and help welcome the Class of
2009 to the S.U. Campus. Become an

Orientation Advisor!
Applications are available online at:

www.seflt±leu..eg(ix/getlkv\/ol\/eg(
Apply by February 7, 2005
Questions? Please contact us at:
New Student Programs
Center for Student Involvement,
Pavilion 180
296-2525
getinvolved@seattleu.edu

NEED MONEY?
WE NEED YOU!
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if
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Herpes Simplex l/ll
Chicken Pox/ Shingles
Chlamydia

-
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Qualified Donors receive $200 per dJoMfloit,

Plus mileage reimbursement*
Please Contact (888) 806-5215 for more information
Calls are Confidential
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Charlotte Bobcats

Mononucleosis
Epstein Barr Virus
Other conditions may be
suitable, call for details.
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Not Ready

From the SU Library Catalog search Summit, a catalog of
Northwest Academic Libraries.
Submit an online request from the Summit Catalogfor a library
item not available from Seattle University.
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ALSO LOOKING FOR
HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS. Call Alexandria
Murallo at (206) 616-6801.

More Resources 9 SU Libraries

■We Want You to be an OA!

For Sale

...imaging research.

As you gear-up for researching yourWinter
Quarter term papers, check out Summit.
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VOICE: What is your favorite
coffee shop in Seattle and why?

CAMPUS

by Greg Boudreau

"Hines on Eastlake because it is a small,
hole-in-the-wall place that has a very eclectic
art collection and cool places to sit"

"The Neighborhood Cafe in Bollard. They
make a wicked cinnamon roll and are always
ready to sit and talk with you if it's not busy."

"Call me lame, but the Starbucks on 12th
and Columbia is my favorite. I know its
trendy to be indie, and Starbucks is corporate, blah blah., but I am an addict. Seriously. Speaking of, I have to go now."

Katrina Hale, Junior,
Politcal Science

Sarah Zook, Junior,
Liberal Studies

Madeline Vitek,
Freshman, International Business

ONELYHARTS

MISSL
Are you in trouble?
do you need help?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
and she will

help

you.

LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss L.,
I've never written to an advice colum-

nist before. I have always felt like I ought to
be more self reliant. And I guess I'm not in
the toughest pickle in the world, but it's still an
awkward situation and... Well, I just feel like
you're probably the only person who can give
me the kind of advice I need. I have the BIGGEST crush on this girl I met in my Lit class
last quarter. We have started to hang out a lot,
but nothing more has come of it yet. Every
time I go out with her to a party, hoping to heat
things up, she always seems to end up making out with some random boy. They can be
rich, poor, attractive, ugly, loud, quiet, whatever. The only feature they seem to have in
common is that they aren't me! It's really making me feel kind of worthless. And I'm getting
more intimidated by her behavior every time!
I mean, that's a lot of boys she's been kissing.
How am I gonna be able to measure up? Help
me, Miss L. I feel powerless. How can I take
control of this relationship, and steer it in the
direction that I want?
Dear Anonymous,

You've never written to an advice columnist because, until recently, there has been
no advice columnist worth writing to.

The girl will come in time my friend, if

the love is real. Waiting for true love is never

Miss L., does the man make the shoes,
the shoes make the man?

or do

in vain. Pickles are only sour after vinegar. If

Sincerely,

you wait, it will happen.

Question for you,

Anonymous: Which

of these aphorisms is doing its own thing?
The pickle one, fool! If the girl's givin' nothing but bitter bites, counter attack by walking
away. If she wants you, she won't be able to
cope. Also, speak in aphorisms; it worked for
Lao Tsu. And remember, "When men lack a
sense of awe, there will be disaster."
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,

I have a problem which may decide the
rest of my future. I've been dating a guy for

about a year and a half. We have a great time
together and I really love him, at least I do right
now. The problem is I don't know where his
future is going. He is a creative writing major,
with a dream of writing an advice column. To
add to these already existing doubts is the fact
that I have just recently met this older man who
works for Microsoft. He has this great house
and career and he's also very interested in me.
I now find myself contemplating between these
two very different guys. Miss Lonelyhearts,

my clock is starting to tick, what should I do?

Should I pick the creative writing major that I
love or the successful Microsoft employee who
could provide everything I could want for the
rest of my life. It may help you to know that I

have a serious weakness for expensive shoes.

Shoeless in Seattle
Dear Shoeless,

This letter troubles me a great deal. I
think your problem is representative of a larger population of young people who think that
money is more important than love. I recently
read a study that said more money does not
increase happiness unless the beneficiary was
very poor before receiving the money. Listen
darling, this man loves you, and I have a feeling he writes for you. He will do more to make
money for you if necessary. Yes, he will go to
law school for you, though he may never go beyond public defendant. Please, Shoeless, don't
leave this man. Please, please don't leave him.
His life depends on you, and who knows what
he may do if you leave him. Things could get
ugly for Mr. Microsoft.
Pathetically Yours,
Miss Lonelyhearts

Need Miss Lonely Hearts'
advice to help you
through the strife of life?
Email her at
Lonely HeartSpec@hotmail. com

